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Abstract: Several studies show the presence of intolerance and Islamist attitudes strengthened among teachers and students. However, studies on ‘radicalization’ process among teenagers at school are still limited. We address the issue by analyzing intolerance tendency, examining the religious education at school and revealing the shift of intolerance tendency among students. By conducting mixed methods research in three public schools, this study uncovers seven factors that cause the shift of intolerance tendency: First, stakeholders formulate school vision which endorses religious tolerance in public schools. Second, the school policies that support pluralism and tolerance towards other differences in the school environment. Third, government and school leaders conduct training to provide teachers with knowledge to counter radical teachings. Fourth, teachers integrate local wisdoms in their teaching materials. Fifth, the student activities, particularly Islamic religious activities, which accommodate pluralism and endorse tolerance towards different religions, ethnics and cultures. Sixth, the supervision of books and materials from the internet that contain radical doctrines by parents and teachers. Seventh, involving Islamic mainstream organizations in countering radical ideology and mitigating intolerance in public schools. Regarding Islamist movements at schools, we suggest that religious education, if properly formulated can be used to counter Islamist radicalism at school effectively.
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Introduction

In the Reformation era, Islamist movements which previously began in universities have moved to senior high schools. A survey that was held in 2011 by Lembaga Kajian Islam dan Perdamaian (Islamic Study and Peace Institution, LAKIP) (Oebaidillah, 2011; Setyawan, 2016) towards 590 Islamic religious teachers, in Jakarta and its neighbouring areas (Jabodetabek), reveals the spread of Islamist ideology among teachers of junior high schools and senior high schools. Further, LAKIP (cited in Dja’far, 2015) discloses the presence of intolerance and Islamist attitudes strengthened among Islamic religious teachers and students. The surveys reveal a systematic attempt of “radicalization” process conducted by radical groups at secondary schools.

However, much of the literature about young people in Indonesia focus on the role of university students towards political changes (Azis, 1989; Madrid, 1999; Rahmat and Najib, 2001). Only few studies about Islamist radicalism among Muslim youth in Indonesia (such as Rahmat, 2005; Hasan, 2006; Azca, 2011; Akmalia and Pribadi, 2013). Nevertheless, these studies do not investigate how Islamist movements spread among senior high students. Meanwhile, the existing studies concerning Islamist practices among students are also limited (Najib Kailani, 2009, 2010; Wajidi, 2011 and Salim et.al, 2011). Their studies investigate Islamist movements among senior high students through extracurricular activities, specifically Kerohanian Islam (Islamic Religious Activity, Rohis).

Studies that are carried out by Najib Kailani (2009, 2010), Wajidi (2011) and Salim et.al (2011) reveal that Islamist practices have been systematically conducted through student activities of Organisasi Siswa Intra Sekolah (Intra-School Student Organization, OSIS) and student extracurricular activities, particularly Islamic Religious Activity. Senior high students who are lack of religious knowledge and as teenagers who are in the psychological stage of searching identity have become the target of radical groups. In this context, Komaruddin Hidayat (2009) asserts that that apart from the student’s enthusiasm in studying his/her religion, the spread of radical ideology among students need to be prevented.

Several studies above indicate the important role of religious education in countering the spread of Islamist ideology at schools. Therefore, on effort to counter radical ideology that endorse intolerance, it is critical to understand comprehensively the implementation of Islamic Religious Education which in certain extent promote interreligious tolerance (UNESCO, 1995: p.vii; Han, 1995: xvi). On the other hand, it can endorse interreligious intolerance at schools (Hefner, 2000: pp. 112-113; Boland, 1982: 108). In other words, Islamic Religious Education that is conducted at schools can promote tolerance to other people of different religions and cultures or otherwise (see Woodward et al: 2010).

We argue that the “radicalization” process at school can be understood by examining intolerance tendency and the implementation of Islamic Religious Education comprehensively. Thereby, this research is directed at examining the implementation of Islamic Religious Education at senior high schools and investigating students’ perceptions that support intolerance tendency. This research is conducted at three senior high schools in Yogyakarta, namely...
Senior High School 1 Yogyakarta, Senior High School 3 Yogyakarta and Senior High School 8 Yogyakarta. In fact, the Islamist movements which endorse intolerance of other religions at public schools have become a phenomenon in big cities in Indonesia, including in Yogyakarta which is known as “the City of Tolerance”. Unlike the previous studies conducted at these schools, this research explores more deeply the syllabus designs, the school education policies, teaching-learning activities, teachers’ competences and student activities that endorse the spread of radical ideology which triggers intolerance tendency at schools.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical foundations for investigating the spread of Islamist ideology which precipitates intolerance tendency among students. Section 3 describes research methods. Section 2.1 discuss the relation between intolerance, radicalism and terrorism. Section 2.2 defines the concept of religious intolerance. In Section 4, we provide quantitative evidence of intolerance tendency among students and discuss the findings. In Section 5, we elaborate on the theoretical and practical contributions of the findings, their limitations and a future research agenda.

**Theoretical Framework**

Our stand point is that Islamist ideology (Islamism) endorse intolerance tendency among senior high students. We agree with Pak’s notion that there are two main factors that cause intolerance: prejudice and enemy images. The two factors affect the students’ perception about other religions. In this context, Islamist networks encourage prejudice and enemy images by utilizing Islamist ideology. This radical ideology endorses prejudice and enemy images towards adherent of other religions which leads to religious intolerance (Robinson, 2016). However, intolerance or tolerance can vary depend on the factors that affect it (Han, 1995; Stouffer, 1995). Tolerance is acquired and developed through education and social experienced but is affected by the social and political environment (Han, 1995). By using Hasan’s theory of Islamism (2013), Han’s notion of intolerance and Robinson’s concept of religious intolerance, this study investigates intolerance tendency among students and explores the teaching-learning activities of Islamic Religious Education at schools.

**Islamism, Intolerance, Radicalism and Terrorism**

Before conceptualizing the term “intolerance” in this study, it is essential to discuss the relation between intolerance, radicalism and terrorism. The tendency of intolerance that leads to radicalism and triggers terror actions can be explained through the ideology of Islamism. According to Roy (2004: 58) Islamism is a “political Islamic fundamentalism that re-creates a true Islamic society by enforcing shari’a and establishing an Islamic state through political action”. Further he asserts that “Islamism is not a mere religion but a political ideology which is intended to reshape all aspects of society shared among Islamists actors” (Roy, 2004: p. 58). Whereas, Kepel (cited in Hasan, 2012) claims that “Islamism is not primarily a religious symptom but rather a socio-political phenomenon involving a group of Muslim who are active carrying out Islamist movements based on certain ideology that they believe in”.

There are three factors that distinguish Islamism from other socio-political phenomena, namely 1) the
actors involved; 2) activism and 3) ideology. Actors involved in Islamism are a group of people who use Islam religious identity as a source of meaning built by the individuals during the process of social interaction, and binds all members who serve in Islamist movement (Hasan, 2012). However, religious identity alone is not enough to attribute an individual to Islamism if he/she does not involve in certain activities. The symptoms of Islamism occur when he/she is active in certain political movements which have a broad spectrum related to the power system (Hasan, 2012). The ideology becomes crucial in Islamism because of its political agenda that is related with the power system. In this context, ideology serves as cultural matrix to simplify the complexities of social life (Geertz, 1973) and functions as a shared ideology behind activities categorized as Islamist movements (Hasan, 2012).

In this regard, Islamism served as a political ideology upon which shari’a (Islam law) is implemented and an Islamic state can be established (ibid, 2012). The notion of purity and the need to maintain a firm boundary between ‘we’ and ‘liyan’ (others) are inherent in Islamism (Roy, 2004: p. 126; Ahmad, 2009; also Amin, 2018)). Through the slogan of returning to a model of pure Islam - the Qur’an, the Sunnah of the Prophet and his companions - Islamism manifested into various dimensions, from parochial identity to terrorism in the name of jihad (Hasan, 2012). According to Hasan et.al. (2013) Islamism is a political-religious expression that covers four main spectrums, including militancy, radicalism, extremism and terrorism. These four spectrums show the gradual strength of the influence of Islamism which are exposed on an individual. The four spectrums can be described in the matrix as follows (Hasan, 2013):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intolerance</th>
<th>Ant-</th>
<th>Revolution</th>
<th>Violence</th>
<th>Terror</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Militancy</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radicalism</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremism</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hasan et.al. (2013) asserts that the concept of militancy refers to the thoughts, views and intolerant actions that seek to encourage changes in the society. Militancy covers sincerity, determination and commitment to certain thoughts, beliefs, attitudes and principles which spring from prejudice, suspicion and hatred toward those who have different views and perceptions (ibid, 2013). Militancy requires to distance oneself and deny the influence of ‘liyan’ (others), which are often considered as ‘infidels’ (Hasan, 2013). Based on the matrix above, intolerance is key factor in militancy and other spectrums as well (Hasan, 2013).

Militancy can develop into radicalism that endorses radical changes in the political system and society (Hasan, 2013). Radicalism supports a political order that rejects the legitimacy of modern nation-state and seeks to establish an Islamic state or revitalize the caliphate system.
In this context, radicalism serves as a revolutionary spirit that supports a comprehensive change in the system, but it does not require immediate actions and the use of violence (Hasan, 2013).

Radicalism can lead to extremism when the desire and actions to change the society requires the use of violence (ibid, 2013). Extremism is always revolutionary because it emphasizes the use of violence as the only method to break down the old system and build on the ruins a completely new system (Hasan, 2013). Compared with radicalism, extremism shows impatience waiting for change by choosing violent tactics. The change is expected to happen quickly and immediately (Hasan, 2013).

From extremism develops terrorism which is the peak of violence (Hasan, 2013). However, it does not mean any violence is called terrorism. Violence can occur without terror but there is no terror without violence (Hasan, 2013). Terrorism is an act of violence based on systematic thought and tactics for certain political objectives (Hasan, 2013). Thus, acts of violence that are not based on systematic thought and tactics cannot be called terrorism (Silke cited in Hasan et. al., 2013). Terrorism is conducted to change the entire system and political order by using violence which aims at creating chaos and fear to influence people in order to deal with the authorities who are considered responsible behind state policies (Hasan, 2013).

**Conceptualizing Intolerance**

On the basis of Islamism matrix proposed by Hasan et. al. (2013) intolerance is the key factor that pericipitates radicalism, extremism and terrorism. What is intolerance? There are many concepts about intolerance proposed by scientists (Han, 1995; Pak, 1995, Lindsey and Pausacker, 2016). According to Han (1995) tolerance or intolerance is not an attribute fixed to a system or individual. In this regard, the scope of admitting the differences is affected by education and one’s environment. Han (1995) asserts that respecting differences and improving relation with others is tolerance; while despising the difference and worsening the relation is intolerance. Whereas, Pak (1995) holds that prejudice and enemy images as the important traits of intolerance. Prejudice involves prejudgment which produces discriminatory behaviour. It develops into enemy images which are a perception of the situation, taking others as enemy. Prejudice is the source of intolerance and enemy images. Thus, prejudice and enemy images are closely related.

Meanwhile, looking from Indonesian case, Lindsey and Pausacker (2016) assert that all forms of intolerance in Indonesia have increased due to the state intervenes in various disputes among groups. Society is shattered in conflict that is accelerated by the hegemonic views and hoaxes broadcasted by social media. Moreover, Lindsey and Pausacker (2016) argue that the main cause of Indonesia’s chaotic situation is the interpretation of the first principle of *Pancasila* (The Five Principles), the Believe in One God. The Five Principles was launched by founding fathers as a state principle to guarantee religious freedom and to accommodate the diverse religious identities of all Indonesian people. However, the recent interpretation transmits into a homogeneous doctrine of One God that mainly based on the majority perspectives, disregarding any
other interpretations (Lindsey and Pausacker, 2016). Such homogeneous and majority interpretation is so embedded and institutionalized that it legitimizes widespread of false consciousness and sentiments within society (Lindsey and Pausacker, 2016).

From the discussion above it can be inferred that Han's theory reveals factors that affect intolerance. Whereas, Pak's concept uncovers the important traits of intolerance. Meanwhile, Lindsey and Pausacker examine the main causes of intolerance in Indonesian context. However, these concepts do not give working definition of religious intolerance. On the contrary, Robinson (2016) defines religious intolerance as “not respecting the fundamental human right of other people to hold religious beliefs that are different from one's own”. Moreover, he proposes seven forms of religious intolerance as follows: 1) spreading misinformation about a group's beliefs or practices even though the inaccuracy of that information could have been easily checked and corrected; 2) spreading hatred about an entire group; e.g. stating or implying that all members of a group are evil, behave immorally, commit criminal acts, etc.; 3) ridiculing and belittling an entire faith group for their sincerely held beliefs and practices; 4) attempting to force religious beliefs and practices on others against their will; 5) restricting human rights of members of an identifiable religious group; 6) devaluing other faiths as worthless or evil; and 7) inhibiting the freedom of a person to change their religion.

Conceptually, we claim that students' intolerance tendency spring from their perceptions of other differences which are caused by prejudice and enemy images. Islamist radical groups encourage prejudice and enemy images by using certain religious doctrines based on Islamist ideology (Islamism). Accordingly, based on Hasan's Islamism matrix and Robinson's concept of religious intolerance, this study determines the category of intolerance tendency which comprises of twenty statements, namely Item A, Item B and Item C. These three categories show the gradual strength of influence of Islamism which are exposed on an individual. Further, the twenty statements are aimed at investigating students's perceptions of other differences.

Research Methodology

This study applies a mixed methods research in which the qualitative approach is supported by the quantitative approach (case study and survey). The case study was carried out from July 2017 to December 2017, focusing on teaching and learning of Islamic Religious Education at schools. While the survey was managed from February 2018 to April 2018, focusing on tendency of intolerance among senior high students. This research uses qualitative data that are collected from participant observation and in depth interviews. The interviews were conducted towards students, teachers, alumni, principals and vice-principals. There were 28 participants, consisted of 13 women and 15 men, who were interviewed and involved in Focused Group Discussion. The FGD involved between 4 and 10 students.

Whereas, the population of the survey are taken from the total number of students of three public schools in Yogyakarta in the academic year 2017-2018. They are 964 students of SMAN A Yogyakarta, 671 students of SMAN B Yogyakarta and 768 students of SMAN C Yogyakarta. Thus, the total number of population of this research is 2403 students. By using purposive random
sampling the survey was conducted towards 195 respondents of three schools, from tenth grade to twelfth grade of senior high students, both male and female students. The survey was held through distributing questionnaires based on Hasan’s theory and Robinson’s concept of intolerance which consist of 20 statements. The students should respond to the statements in the questionnaires by choosing one of five scales: 1) strongly agree; 2) agree; 3) undecided; 4) disagree and 5) strongly disagree. The data was analyzed with margin error 10 % and 90 % confidence level.

This research implements two kinds of computer programs for data analysis: Excel program and Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Student Version 23.0. By using SPSS Student Version 23.0, the researcher can analyze the data to describe general tendencies in the data (mean, mode, median) and the spread of scores (variance, standard deviation, range) of each school. In this way this research implements descriptive statistics to describe intolerance tendency of senior high students.

Findings

Survey Results

The survey reveals that intolerance among students of Senior High School A Yogyakarta is the highest among three state schools. In contrast, students of Senior High School B Yogyakarta have the highest level of tolerance. Meanwhile, most students of state senior high schools have quite high level of tolerance. The research findings disclose that in general 25 % students of Senior High School A Yogyakarta have high level of tolerance. Whereas, 74 % students have quite high level of tolerance and only 1 % students have tendency of intolerance. On the other hand, 45 % students of Senior High School B Yogyakarta have high level of tolerance, 55 % students have quite high level of tolerance and none of the students are intolerant. On the contrary, 13 % students of Senior High School C Yogyakarta have high level of tolerance, 87% students have quite high level of tolerance and none of them is intolerant.

The survey indicates that the majority of students have quite high level of tolerance. Moreover, based on students’s responses the study uncovers that most students of all schools are less vulnerable in terms of Item A and Item B. However, most students are not vulnerable in terms of Item C.

On the basis of Item A of all participated schools, the survey uncovers that 23 % students of all participated schools are not vulnerable, 71 % students are less vulnerable and 6 % students are vulnerable. Whereas, based on Item B, the survey discloses that 11 % students are not vulnerable and 68% students are less vulnerable and 21 % students are vulnerable. In contrast, based on Item C, the survey indicates that 83 % students are not vulnerable, 17% students are less vulnerable and none of students is vulnerable.

Students’ responses of all participated schools indicate that none of students is vulnerable towards terrorism. However, 6 % students are vulnerable based on Item A and 21% students are vulnerable in terms of Item B. It means that many students of all participated schools are exposed to radical doctrines eventhough it does not lead them to radicalism. The survey discloses that students of all participated schools in general are not vulnerable to radicalism and terrorism.
Based on Robinson's concept the students' responses on Item A and Item B uncovers their perceptions of differences in religion which can be categorized into five types of religious intolerance, namely: 1) spreading misinformation about a group's beliefs or practices even though the inaccuracy of that information could have been easily checked and corrected; 2) spreading hatred about an entire group; 3) ridiculing and belittling an entire faith group for their sincerely held beliefs and practices; 4) restricting human rights of members of an identifiable religious group and 5) devaluing other faiths as worthless or evil.

In general, this research reveals that the tendency of intolerance among public high schools in Yogyakarta in the Academic Year 2017 - 2018 have decreased compared with the previous survey held by Lembaga Kajian Islam (Wajidi, Salim HS and Kustiningsih, 2009). The previous survey shows that 6.4% of senior high students have low level of tolerance, 69.2% students have quite high level of tolerance and 24.3% students have high level of tolerance. This survey reveals that 1% students have low level of tolerance. Whereas, 72% students have quite high level of tolerance and 27 % students have high level of tolerance. In addition, this research reveals that tendency of intolerance among students of Senior High School A is high, whereas at Senior High School B this trend is low and the trend of intolerance among students of Senior High School C lies between the level of Senior High School A and Senior High School B.

Based on the survey results we support Han's notion that tolerance is acquired through education and social environment. As declared by UNESCO (1995) that education is important to cultivate tolerance, harmonious life among people of different ethnics, tribes, customs, religions, sex, age and cultures. To further understand the decrease in the level of intolerance among senior high students, it is important to discuss the implementation of Islamic Religious Education in these schools in the next section.

**Discussion about Islamic Religious Education in State Senior High Schools in Yogyakarta**

The Law of national Education System No. 20 Year 2003 requires senior high schools in Yogyakarta to implement the 2013 Curriculum. Further, Islamic religious education is conducted based on the regulation of Minister of Education and Culture Number 59 Year 2014 about the Basic Framework and the Structure of Curriculum for Senior High School which covers the curriculum structure of compulsory subjects, specialization subjects and cross-specialization subjects. Based on the curriculum structure, Religious Education belongs to Compulsory Subject Group A which is allocated three lesson hours a week for grades X, XI and XII. Each lesson hour lasts for forty five minutes.

The school curriculum which is called Curriculum Document of Educational Unit Level is prepared by the principal with the assistance of vice principal coordinating curriculum. The school curriculum contains vision, mission, the school goals, curriculum structure and the curriculum content. Then every teacher develops his/her own lesson plan based on the syllabus. Whereas, based on the school policies Islamic Religious Education is conducted both as intra-curricular (inside classroom) and extracurricular
programs (outside classroom) in all schools.

In Senior High School A Yogyakarta vice principal assisted by Commision 3 of Intra-School Student Organization (OSIS) carry out raids for enforcing students’ discipline, namely morning raid, afternoon raid, incidental raid and on the road raid. This commision sweeps students who do not wear proper uniform both Muslim and non-Muslim students. Particularly, female Muslim students are required to wear hijab, shirts with long sleeves and long skirts. Whereas, in Senior High School B Yogyakarta wearing hijab, long-sleeves shirts and long skirts are optional. Only on Monday all students must wear shirt with long sleeves, while on Tuesday and Wednesday, students can wear short-sleeves shirts. In contrast, in SHS C Yogyakarta the school policy requires all female students to wear long-sleeves shirts and long skirts. Specifically female Muslim students are obliged to wear hijab, long-sleeves shirts and long skirts. Teachers support the campaign of wearing hijab during religious classes. However, many female students do not wear hijab in the school environment.

There are two important things which endorse radicalization process: school policy and the spread of Islamist movement. First, school policy obliges religious education is not merely a subject lesson taught by religious teachers during a certain period of time inside classroom. Second, such policy precipitates the demand of practicing Islamic religious teachings in almost all academic activities. This reveals how Islamist movements have dominated public spaces at senior high schools.

The research findings reveal that the school policies conducted in intra-curricular and extracurricular programs affect the tendency of intolerance among students. The school policies of Senior High School A Yogyakarta and Senior High School C Yogyakarta endorse Islamist practices inside and outside lesson hours. Whereas, the school policies of Senior High School B Yogyakarta are more dynamic because they accommodate pluralism regardless differences in religions, ethnics and cultures.

Concerning teaching strategies this study indicates that many teachers at public schools are lack of knowledge to counter radical teachings. Religious teachers tend to confuse the term “Religious Education” with the term “Education of Religion” stipulated in UU Sistem Pendidikan Nasional (the Law of National Education System) Number 20 Year 2003. This misunderstanding of the two concepts leads them to teach education of religion which emphasizes students’ mastery of their religions and practice the teachings of their religions rather than religious education focusing on building “students’ good personalities and capable of keeping peace, harmonious intra- and inter-religious followers.

Accordingly, the government and school leaders conduct many programs to improve teachers’ capabilities in countering radical doctrines. The government holds training for teachers to counter Islamist movements. The school management promotes multicultural understanding by organizing local curriculum content, such as Javanese language education and making Batik (Javanese traditional cloth) as additional subjects. The school leaders require teachers to integrate local wisdoms in the subjects taught in classes.

On the basis of teaching materials, the main reading books of Islamic
religious education used at senior high schools are entitled “Pendidikan Agama Islam dan Budi Pekerti untuk SMA/MA/SMK/MAK for grade X, XI and XII” published by ‘Pusat Kurikulum dan Perbukuan, Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan’ (the Centre for Curriculum and Books, Development Research Agency of Education and Culture Ministry). The use of the textbooks based on the provisions of the Education and Culture Ministry, the Ministry of Religious Affair and the agreement of ‘Musyawarah Guru Pendidikan Agam Islam’ (Association of Islamic Religious Teachers, MGPAI) in DI Yogyakarta. The material structure of PAI books for senior high schools of grade X and XI contain 11 chapters, while materials of grade XII consist of 10 chapters.

Besides textbooks, Islamic religious teachers use “Lembar Kegiatan Siswa” (Student Worksheet, LKS) and search for materials from TV and the internet. LKS is developed by teachers based on the 2013 Curriculum. The benefit of using LKS is that learning materials are in accordance with syllabus set out in the 2013 curriculum. Whereas, teachers who only ask students to search for material on the internet have weakness of finding material content that is radical.

Concerning PAI books at senior high school, there some important notes proposed by Suhadi (2018: pp. 60-62). First, the PAI materials are not entirely inclusive. Second, the inferiority of authors to use local figures as a source of learning. Third, concerning the increasing trends of intolerance among senior high students, it is crucial to pay attention to the shift of theology from Ash’ariyah theology to Salafi theology in PAI literature (Suhadi, 2018). The theology of Islamism (Salafi) begins to take part in PAI books that precipitate authors to neglect the use of Indonesian local wisdom to counter radicalism.

Regarding the availability of Islamic literature, this study reveals that there are three types of Islamic literature which are circulated among senior high students: ideological, puritan and popular piety. Ideological Islamic style is found in Islamic literature of Jihadi, Tahriri and Tarbawi. Although there are several books that contain radical content, most students of all participated schools tend to read popular literature and some students read tahriri literature. However, the availability of Jihadi, Salafi, Tahriri and Tarbawi literature at schools enable students to access the books. Likewise, books that are recommended by the alumni during mentoring program also provide an opportunity for students to access the radical ideology.

Concerning mentoring programs, this research indicates that Islamist movements have penetrated senior high schools. The influence of Islamist movements among students is closely related with the missionary movements of university students, Lembaga Dakwah Kampus (The Campus Propagation Institute, LDK) through the door of Kerohanian Islam (Islamic Religious Activity, Rohis), establishing Islamic mentoring programs at high schools. Generally there are three patterns used by the Islamic activists to expand their influence among high school students. First, through alumni who directly involve in Rohis management in some public schools. Second, university activists approach Rohis activists by inviting them to take part in Islamic activities held in certain mosques. Third, through the request of school management to LDK which provide volunteers to manage Rohis mentoring in high schools.
In SHS A Yogyakarta although alumni and mentors have no longer systematically organize the recruitment of cadre for Islamist movement, they still call for the application of Islamic teachings based on the shari’ah. For example, they endorse anti-dating campaign, encourage female Muslims to wear hijab and recommend certain books such as Felix's novel "Muhammad Al Fatih 1453" who is described as a figure who succeeded in implementing the khilafiyah government system. Whereas, in SHS B Yogyakarta Rohis programs are more flexible based on the school condition. Although in mentoring Rohis activists discuss about shari’ah and khilafiyah government alumni, they do not impose Islamist practices in school. Moreover, mentors and alumni have no longer organized systematically the recruitment of cadre for Islamist movement. Despite their recommendations for students to wear hijab, the choice remains on student personal opinion. Meanwhile, in SHS C Yogyakarta Rohis activists take a personal approach to female Muslim who does not wear hijab. Every Rohis activist is responsible for persuading her close friend to wear hijab. However, if the student is not ready to wear hijab, the Rohis do not enforce it. Nevertheless, Rohis activists hope that Islamist practices can be applied in the school environment. In this regard, Islamist practices are intended to minimize naughty students, encourage students to practice Islamic values in daily life, such as wearing hijab, conducting congregational prayers and keeping a distance between male and female in student activities.

In “Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Nasional” (the National Middle Development Plan, RPJMN) 2015 – 2019 the government admits that religious education still has not fostered inclusive insight. The teaching process tends to be doctrinal and has not yet directed at strengthening students’ religious attitudes which are tolerant and respect pluralism. Therefore, to counter the spread of radical ideology at schools, the government has conducted many programs. The government has launched a curriculum to improve students’ competences and endorse character buildings. Also, the government has established education policy that promotes cooperation among people of different religions, ethnics and cultures. In addition, the government has conducted training for teachers of various subjects, specifically religious teachers.

Conclusion

This research reveals that the tendency of intolerance among public high schools in Yogyakarta in the Academic Year 2017 – 2018 have decreased significantly. This survey reveals that 1% students have low level of tolerance. Whereas, 72% students have quite high level of tolerance and 27% students have high level of tolerance. Obviously, there is a shift in intolerance tendency of senior high students in Yogyakarta. Moreover, this research reveals that tendency of intolerance among students of Senior High School A is high, whereas at Senior High School B this trend is low and the trend of intolerance vulnerability among students of Senior High School C lies between the level of Senior High School A and Senior High School B.

Based on the research findings, there are some factors that cause the decrease in intolerance tendency. First, stakeholders formulate school vision which endorses religious tolerance in public schools. Second, the school policies that support pluralism and tolerance towards other differences in
the school environment. Third, government and school leaders conduct training to provide teachers with knowledge to counter radical teachings. Teachers integrate local wisdoms in their teaching materials. Fourth, the school policies that promote tolerance. Fifth, the student activities, particularly Islamic religious activities, which accommodate pluralism and endorse tolerance towards different religions, ethnics and cultures.

There are a number of steps that can be taken to overcome intolerance. First, mainstreaming diversity values in public schools. Second, increasing the participation of parents to ensure that their children do not experience discrimination or take the path of intolerant understanding. The school can also maximize the role of the teacher forum. Third, cooperating with moderate religious organizations, such as the Nahdlatul Ulama and Muhammadiyah, in Indonesia to strengthen the values of diversity in state schools.

**Limitations**

This paper has some limitations. The research is conducted in three state schools in Yogyakarta. The study needs to be conducted in both public school and madrasas (Islamic religious schools) to obtain comprehensive understanding of intolerance trend and the role of Islamic Religious Education to counter radical ideology and promote interreligious tolerance. Also, this research focuses more on the implementation of religious education in countering Islamist ideology. Hence, it needs to investigate students’ background (economy, parent, social and psychological condition) that affect intolerance tendency.

**Implication for Education Policy and Further Research**

The government need to implement education policy that facilitate understanding of the nation history, promote intercultural and interfaith tolerance, endorse character building, and equip young people with knowledge and skills to face the challenge of the global world. It is important for the government to use any means available through formal education (such as schools, universities) and informal education (such as religious gatherings, publications, mass media, internet) and any other means possible. Accordingly, an important question need to be addressed, at the regional level, is how the curriculum based-school support local wisdom of the area that can mitigate radicalism and promote intercultural and interfaith tolerance. More specifically, it is crucial to find ways of how local traditions such as folklores, handicrafts, traditional dances, can be used as teaching materials and syllabus design embedded in the school curriculum. ideology and promote tolerance needs to be conducted.
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